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ln the paper Dyrnr,,i.. Soating ntld Sailplanc E tctsctics we
looked at how a sailplane can get enerSy from wind shear,
gusts and turbulence. Some of tlrat matedal is repeated
here for background. The papet Cnl. lations on Sonrnry Snlk
explains how even doi{ndrafts can power a sailplane.

This paper discusses some ideas for a new type of vari-
ometer. An inertial based instrument that may enable glid-
er pilots to fly faster and farther by using effici€nt d)'namic
soarint techniques.

Before getting into the desiSn of a "ctynamic v.lrio" let's
take a quick look at the history of variometer techrology
and the current state of the art. In the earlv days of soaring
most flying was done along ridges and fairly near to the
$ound. In this situationpilots coulcl tell if they were climb-
ing or desc€nding by lookinS out and noticing their verti-
calmotion relative to thehills and trees. This kind of "visu-
al variometer" still works well when near mountains ancl
is also quite effective in reference to other sailplanes work-
ing the same area oflift.

As soarint developed and pilots beSan to utilize con\,ec-
tive lift far away from the ground the "visual variometer"
proved to be ineffective. Studying the allimeter to see how
the needle was movnrg became a more practical approach.
ln combination with an astute "seat of the pants" the
altimeter is a fairly Sood indicator of lift or sink. Some
shortcomings of using the altimeter as a vario nre thar it
sticks (unless tapped constantly), it is difficult to quantify
rate of climb or de$ent, and the careful needle watchint
required can produce a b.1d case of instrument fixation.

The flow met€r variometer was the developed for glid-
els. By measuring changes in air pressure, rather thanjust
pressure altitude this new type of instrument revolution-
ized soaint. The flow meter variometer determines
changes in surroundint air pressure by d€tecting the air-
flow in or out of an iisulated reservoir With a quick tlance
at this instrument pilots could leam their rate of rise or fall
over the previous few seconds. This made it possible to
soar effeclively far from any visual reference points- We
shoulct note that balloonists had been usnrt a similar
instrument for many yeaE; theywoulcl observe air bubbles
passing through a fermentation hap as the air in their
reservoir expandecl.

All was well until sailplanes began to use a greater speecl
range. The basic flow meter vario still showed the rate of
climb or descent, but this information proved to be of limit-
ed value because so much of the short-term variation in
instrument readinS was caused by "stick drermals." These
were changes in heiSht caused not by the movements of the

atmospher€, but rather by the diving and zooming of the
glider as it changed speed.

The answer to this problem was the total ene€y vari
ometer. whi.h.'t least in uniforrniy movin8 air, comp.n-
sates for the glider's changes in height that are due to speed
changes. The total enertyvariois so callect because it meas-
ures the tlider's total enerSy relative to the surroundint air
mass, the sum of kinetic and potential energy, the energy
components due to bodr speed and height. This represent-
ed a great improvement in v.rriometer design. The addition
of a flitht computer interpreting the total energy system
brings us more or less up to date in variom€ter technolog)r

Unfortunately a total enerSy variometer generally dves
misleading results while dynamic so.rrin8, at least in the
short term. On averaSe the total energy vario work okay
over a comPlete dll1amic soarint cy.le (once one is back to
the odtinal ail mass motion), but in the short term its read-
ings are inaccurate. The total enerty vario shows tlre glid-
er's ener8y gains at the wronS parts of the dlaumic soar-
ing cycle. It shows the gains when th€ tlider crosses the
wind shear; the ener8y actually gets transferred from dre
atmosphere to theglider while maneuvering within the dif,
ferent air mass€s. The total eneryy vario shows the d],.nam-
ic soaring enerty tain only after the glider has moved on to
the next air mass and after it is too late to modiry, one's
flight path throuth the tust. A new t'?e of variometer is
needect for dynamic soaring.

kt's step back for a moment and take a general look at
sailplane energeti€s to better understand how to build a
dynamic soarint vnriometer An understanding of vectors
canbe very helpful when workinS in this area, but we'lltry
to keep the math discussions irom getting too "hairy."

First of all, how does a glider get energy from the air? A
glider (or any other object) Sets energy by being pushed t'
tlrc sarne dircctiotl tlrat it is noai'ry. -Ihe opposite is true,
an ob)ect loses enerSy by being pusheci (or pulled) in a
direction opposite to its direction ofmotion. As examplesra
glider loses energy via drat whi€h pulls it backwards
(opposite to its moiion), a Slider in a thermal gets energy
from theupward lift force on thewingasit climbs (both d1e

force and the glider's motion are upward).
The rate that enerSy is Sained or lostcanbecalled power;

which can be positive or netative. When the Slider is geF
ting more ener8y let's call that positive powerand wh€nit's
losing energy let's call it negative power or loss.

To calculate power we multiply the force in the direction
of motion by the sp€ed of motion. The units can be a bit
messy here, but if we take the speed in MPH, multiply by
the force in Pounds and divide by 377 we get Horsepower.

As examples: an 800Ib Slider rarith a {0:1 L/D has 20lbs
of drag, it we multiply by a true airspeed of 60 MPH and
divide by 377 we find d1at the glider is losing energy at a
rate of about 3.2 HP The same glider being pushed
upwards in a thermal at a vertical speed of 1000
feet/minute (about 11 MPH) is geitin8 energy at a rare of
(800 x 1r) / 372 or about 24 HP

Metric units can be simpler, in the MKS system no con-



stant numerical factorc are needed, but it's less familiar. A
tlider with l00newtons of drag flying at 30 meters/second
loses energy at a rate of 100 x 30 = 3000 watts.

In vector math terms the power toing into the glider is
the "dot prcduct" of the glider's velocity vector and the
force vector pushing on the glider. A dot product is a meas-
ure of how much two vectors point in the same direction, iJ
they point in opposite directions the dot product is neta-
tive.If the vectors are perpendicular the dotproductis zero.

Now back to soarinS. To get the most energy from the
atmosphere we want the air to push our glider along in its
direction of mohon as much as possible. ln conventionat
soarinS this means usint updrafts to push the glider
upward. We normally do this by spending as much time as

we can in updmfts where the air is pushing the wing
upward and the glider is movin8 upward. The faster we are
moving upward the $eater the power or late of energy
hansfer In stronger lift our enerSy uptake is limited by the
air's Iift force on the wint. The average upward force of the
air on the wing equals the weight of the glider This is why
we put water ballast in our tliders. A heavier glider gets
more energy from d1e atmosphere by pushing harder on an
updraft while climbing. This extra energy allows the heav-
ier glider to fly faster. Another way to 8et a bigger aerody-
namic push is with addiiional g force. This is the key to
d).narnic soaring.

To better understand dliamic soanng strategres, we can
look at lhe challente of tetring atmosph€ric energy in
another way. The conservation of energy law tells us that
instead of concentradng on how much energy the glider is
getting; we can look at how much ener8y the atmosphere is
losint. The two arc equal (when we consider the tlider's
draS losses). The second way of lookinS at the situation can
be more helpful to underst.rnding d).namic soaring maneu-

How do we make the atmosphere Iose energy?
Accordint to physics by pushint on the air in a direction
opposite to its motion. Tllis slows the air motion and
extracts kinetic ener$.

We should clarify our terminology, the energy we are
talkint about is larte-scale kinetic ene€t which is the kind
of energy a sailplane generally uses. Heat energy and
micrc-turbulence are of little use (that's where the glider
Ioses enerSy via drad.

To make the atmosphere lose some of its kinetic enerty
we want to slow the air by pushing on it opposite to its
direction oI motion. Then accordint to conservation of
energy, as the atmosphere loses energt the sailplane gains
it. In what direction can a sailplane push on atu? We[, pret-
ty much in any drrection. The wing of a sailplane is
designed to push on air in a direction perpendicular to $e
wing suface and towards the landing gear The wing can
also push in the "negative g" direction (away from the land-
in8 gear), but the airfoil is less efficient used that way By
banking and maneuvering the glider we can o ent the
wing to push air in ar'y directionr up, down or sideways.

But what about gravity? Oh, yes, [he wing has another job
besides extracting energy from the atmosphere and that's

holdint the tlider up, opposint the force of gravity. This
limits our maneuvering somewhat, but we can wotk
amund tl'ese limitations. In fact it is the dual job of $e wing
that makes upward moving air such a good source of ener-

8y. To hold the glider up the wing needs to push air down-
ward. Upward movmg air loses its eneBy when pushed
downward. This is very convenienti the glider can gain the
enerty lost by the upward movint air a]ld hold itseu up at
the same time. We know that both Sliding and regular
soaring of updrafts rely on weight and Sravity. If we were
to "fill the wings with helium" until the glider had no
weight, we would just float around Iike a balloon, with no
power for forward flight. When we want more power to to
fast we add ballast. D]aHmic soaring requires no weight
but it does rcquire mass.

GettinS energy from upward movinS air is thus relative
ly easy for a glider; itjust needs to stay in the "lift." h'hat
about Setting the kinetic energy frorn sideways and down-
ward moving ai' what are the opportunities and what are
the limitations? Because of the dual duty of the wing (11o1d-

ing the glider up as well as extracting enerty from the air)
it is more diflicult to 8et enerSy lrom sideways movinS air
and especially downward moving air, yet it is still possible.
In some c cumstances these may prove to be very impor-
tant energy sources.

To make ube of the enerty in upward movinS air we.an
use the downward force of gravily to push on the air. To
push on air that is moving in other directions arld 8et its
kinetic enerSy we can make us€ of the glider's inertia.
Inertia is lhe property of mass that causes a body at rest to
remain at rest and a body in motion to remain in motion.
When a massive body's velocity chantes a push (a force or
impulse) is exchanged between the body and its surround-
ings. lvhen a body's rnertia carries an impulse over a dis-
tance it is in the form of momentum. To push on air in an
enerSy g€tting direction we need to have a clear idea of th€
forces actint on a tlider.

There are $ree kinds of forces on a flying sailplane: grav-
itational forces, which act beiween the Slider arld the ear$;
aerod]'namic forces, which act between dre glider and the
surroundint air; and inertial forces, which appear when the

Slider chang€s speed or dilection. The gravity force is con-
stant and acts to pull the glider downward with a str€ng*r
equal to tle glider's weight. The aerodlnamic force is more
complex and depends on air speed, angle of attack, arld air
density. Inertial forces vary with the glider's motion and
canbe measurcd by accelerometers or "g meters."

The aerodlanmic and inerrial forces are the ones we play
around with when d]'namic soaring. By pulling back on the
stick we can increase the aerod),namic force on the wint; by
pushing ttrc stick forward we can reduce or reve$e d1e

force. By banking the glider we can tilt tl'e aerod)'namic
force sideways. As we maneuvet the inetial Iorce varies in
magnitude and direction so it always remains opposite to
the glider's acceleration. Centrifutal forc€ isa tood exam-
ple of an in€rtial force (which, by the wa, the hard core
physicists would call a "pseudo-force"). The total vector
surn of these ftree t}?es of forces on a flying glider is



always equal to zero. That is to say tha! ihe tluee forces
continually cancel each other out.

More about inertia... by using the 8lider's inertia we can
push on air in ally direction at least for a short l€ngth of
time. \n/hen we use tlider inertia as a basis for pushint air
the tlider accelerates in a direction opposite to the push.
This is in accordance with Newton's famous law F = m a

(Force equals mass times accelemtion). Acceleration is a
change in velocity. An acceleration of one t corresponds to
a change in velocity of 32 feet Per second each second (or a
change of 22 MPH per second). So if we want to limit our
velocity change to 88 MPH we could use our inertia as a
basjs for pushing at one I for 4 seconds in a particular side-
ways direction. If we wanted to use our inertia to Push
upward on downward moving air we would be limited to
hvo seconds, because then both the aerod]'namic Iorce on
the wint ard gravity would be accelerating the Slider

Note that a velocity chante of 88 MPH does not mean a

speed change of 88 MPH. \ Ihen we make a 180 degr€e tum
at a constant speed of 50 MPH we experience a velocity
chanSe of 100 MPH (50 MPH to 50 MPH in ihe opposite
direction). \ryhen we talk about velocity the directio of
motion is importarlt.

How much energy (or power) is available from moving
air and how efficiently can a wing extract fte power? To
answer this queshon we I st must clarify what we mean
by "movint." Motion is relative, and in order to get energy
we must be able to push on both Parts that are moving rel-
ative to each oth€r. For example, we couldbe inside a seal€d
up train speedint along at 100 MPH and yet not be able to
g€t arry energy from the enclosed 100 MPH air. unless we
could somehow cormect a force to the outside stationary
world. This is sirnilar to drifting along in a glider on a sta-
ble windy dayi there is lots of kinetic energy in the side-
ways motion of the aii, but we can't make use of it. A kite,
on the other hand, can do fine, because the stnng provides
a force connection between the ground and the air, which
are in relative motion.

cravity provides a sort of downward pulling string that
enables us to tet energy from upward movinS air. In€rtia
aid momentum can provide a sort of temPoraiy d]'namic
string that allows us to 8et energy from the relative motion
oI air massses in ally dircction, so long as the distanc€s
involved are not too great. How do we fi$re what dis-
tances will work alld what is too far? That depends on how
"clean" our sailplane is. AhiSh performance ship can use its
inertia to carry momentum over longer distan es (for the
same ene€y loss) compared to a dra88y ship. Lift to dmg
ratio is a measurc of momentum carrying ability. Faster

ships ale relatively less effected by the constant 32 ftlsec2
acceleration of gravity and call carry momentum more
effectively over vertical distances.

The distance that a particular sailplane (at a paticular
speed) can effectively carry momentum before the drag
losses eat up any potential d),namic soa nt gains defines
an area of operation, which can be specified in tems of dis-
tance or in terms of a time intelval. Il one is circlint, dis-

tance may prove most siSnificant; when flying cross coun-
trt time period or cycle frequency may prove most signiJi-
cant, when flyint crcss counhy. time period or cycle fre-
quency may prove to be a better parameter. The (possibly
weighted) averate motion of the air inside the dlrlanic
soaing operations area defines a local inertial refetence
y'anre. AIl immediate measurement of the Slider's enerty in
this inerhal reference frame is needed for effective dtnam-
ic soarint.

Before figuring out how to m€asure this energy, let's look
for a moment at ihe sailplane's energy losses, for the en€r-
gy we can extract from the air by d)'namic soaring is of no
benefit unless it is greater than the additional losses (neta-
tive power) caused by *re extm maneuvering required.
Sa.ilplane eneBy losses can be divided into ttuee catetories:
basic friction drag (also called parasite drag),basic induced
draS (drat due to lift), and control draS (a combination of
extra friction and inducd drag due to control surface deflec-
tion, etc.). Drag times true airspeed equals power loss.

The negative power (or loss) due to friction is approxi-
mately equal to a constant times the glider's airspeed
cubed. The loss due to induced drag approximatety equals
a constant times the lift force on the wing squared divided
by the glider's speed, which means that induc€d dmg
increases with t force. Control drag losses can be measured
experimentally by wiggling the stick and observing the
increase in sink rate (we don't have a simple formula for
that one).

Now let's get on with the desi8n of a d).namic soadng
variometer. We've seen how d1e power extracted from the
atmospher€ is equal to the velocity of the air (in a local iner-
tial r€ference frame) "dot product" mulliplied by how hard
we carl push against the air with the wing- The net power
gained is the power extracted from fte air minus the tlid-

The ofter way of looking ai the situation is that the power
that the tlider gets {rom the air is €qual to how hard the air
is pushin8 on the tlider in the glider's direction of motion.
\dhere the air's "push" includes both liJt and drag forces.
A[ velocities are best measured in lhe local inertial frame.

We'll use the second way of looking at the energy
exchange to design the dynamic vario. This is because it
automatically accounts for the glider's dmg losses. If we
used the first approach, the losses could pretty wel be cal-
culated ftom lift force, control deflection and air speed, but
dlat would involve a lot of assumption. ln tlte second
approach the losses can be measured directly by a sensitive
fore and aft oriented accelerometer in conjunction with
speed inJormation. We should note that the first approach
can be good for figuring out the theoretical benefits of
d)'namic soaring.

The d),namic variometer needs to detect the necessary
inputs, such as glider position and speed, do the appropri
ate calculations, and give us a moment by moment siSnal
about how much net power the sailplane is getting from the
atmosphere. We would also like the insttument to show us
fte outside air's motion relative to a local inertial frame.
This is so that we can position the glider's winS at arl angle



that is suitable for pushing on the air corr€ctly (that is, the gusts. For today's gliders the time intewal is probably
opposiie to the air's motion). on the order of a couple minutes or l€ss. The running aver-

This seems like a lot of work; and ii isl But the potential age canbe weighied so that the more recently encount€red
for improved soaring per{ormance is vast, this kind of air movements are given greater influence on the average.
information properly used, could totally revolutionize The system can create a map of air motion with respect to
soaring. Dtnamic soaring can give sailplarte speeds far position, $en the average defining the local frame can be
greater than conventional techniques. The high g forces based on distance rather than time. Distance averaging may
oftenused when c{!,namic soaring actlikea temporary, very be appropriate when one stays working the same area and
heav),, form of water ballasi. conditions are not changing si8nificantly.

Is building a d''namic vario possible? To do all this
deteciing and computing thirty years a8o the d)'namic var-
iometer would have been the size of a refrigerator and
probably heavier. but now the combination of GPS, piezo
g)'.ros and microprocessois make ihe d].nami€ variometer a
practical possibiliiy.

What inputs does the dlnamic variometer require and
how do we detect ihem?

The vario wants to know:
1) Glider attituder pitch, bank ancl heading (a vector)
2) Glider ground speed in three dimentions (a vector
3) G force or acceleration (a vecior)
4) Relative wind direciiorl
5) True airspeed (combines with relative wind direction

to give a v€ctor).
Gee whiz what a lot ofvectors. And how can we rneasure

all this siuff?
1) To get gliderattitude we can useattitude gyros or thr€e

GPS units, one on each wing tip and one on the tail.
2) To get tlr€e dimensional ground speed we can use

GPS (perhaps assisied by an altimeter, acceleration sensors
and piezo gyros, to speed up the response time and getbeF

3) G force can be measured by a.celerometers (the fore
and aftcomponentand thecomponent perpendicular to the
wing are important, the lateral (sideways) componeni is
probably not needed).

4) To deiermine relativ€ wind direciion we need a sort of
electronic, ihree .limensional, yaw striig (which couldbe of
a vane t]"e, or better yei a multi-port pressure probe).
Because of the flow pattems induced by tl'Ie glider, relarive
wind may prove difficul! to measur€ accurately.

5) True airspeed is fairly eas]', a pitot-stati. system .an
deiect it.

Now ilwe've got all this information, how do we process
it and display the information desired by the dynamic soar-
ing pilot?

The firsi thing our d).namic vario wants to comput€ is the
local air motion. It does this by subhactint the tlider's
ground-based v€locity vector from the Slider's "true air-
speed ve.tor" (the h'ue airspeed vector is the reverse of the
relative wilrt vector). Before doing the vectot subtrachon
the two vecto$ must be expressed in the same coordinate
system Oy consiclering the glider's attitude).

The next step is to establish a local inertial reference
frame by taking a runiing average of the local air motion
over an appropriate time interval. Th€ duration of the time
interval .an vary with conditions. It is determined by the
glider's momentum carrying efficiency and the strength of

With a local ineriial frame established and $e calculated
local air motion we can clisplay some very useful informa-
tion to the piloi. Remember that we waJlt to know Ilow the
air is movinS relative to our local inertial frame; so we can
position the wing and push on the air in an ene€y extract-
ng direction. The variometer compuier does this by sub-
hacting the inertial ftame motion from the local air motion.
The r€sult of this calculation is the d)'namic (changin&
gusting) part of the air's motion. This gusting air motion
can be clisplayed as an arrow on a screen or better yet by
some non-visual means (there's lots of room for .reativity
here). Wh€n we hav€ tlrc gxst information, l"''e want to ori-
ent ihe glider's wint perpendicular io th€ gust arrow and
pull appropriat€ g force. The stronger the gust the higher
the g force desired.

So far we've got information about how to position our
Slider, but no evaluation of the energy flow or just how
many g's to pull. To find out how mu.h energy we're get-
tint (or losil1g) we need our variomeier computer to do a
few more calculations. To calculaie energy we need io know
hon' hard tlle air is pushhg us h our .liredion of motion
relative to the local ineriial frame and also how last ihe
Iocai in€rtia frame is moving up or down. If the ftame is
mol,ing upward that is tood news whether we do any
dt'namic soaring or not (for it means that we're in a gener-
al ar€a of updraft).

To calculate the enerSy now (power) relative to the inei-
tial fiame the computer uses the glider's attitude and accel-
eration G forces both normal and Iore-aft) to determine tl1e

aerodynamic force on ihe glider. T]re aerod]'namic force is
figured by using ihe fact that the vector sum of the aerody-
namic, gravitational, and inertial (g) forces is always equal
to zero. We measure the inertial forces and knor.ihatgrav-
ity pulls constantly downward with a force equaling the
glider's weiSht; tllerefore the aerodynamic for.e is opposite
to the sum of the measured inertial and gravity forces. (An
acc€lerometer measures both gravity and inertial forces ai

TIle computer .al.ulates the dot pioduci o{ the aerody-
namic force vector and the glider's velocity vector in the
inertiil frimc. lhi, (,rl.ularion gives t\e dlr,rmic so,r-ing
enerty we are #ttin8 from the atmosphere. Acld to this
dynamic part the energy we are tetting due to the (hope
fully) upward molion of the iierlial frame and 1ve hnve the
total enerty florv of the glider. This calculation generates
the output signal of oui dlnamic soaring vario. The signal
can be both audio and/or visual. This ioial pow€r ive're

tetting from the .omb alion of dFlamic and steady state
sources is what we really want to know to soar most effec-
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These are some ideas on how to make a Dynaftic Soaring
Variometer. It's a complex instrument, but Fovides us widr
some very usefirl information. lt could mal(e soarint Po6si-
ble under conditions never before practical. It can also tell
us how to get extra power under norrnal soaiint condi-
tions, Orus mceasint climb rates and boostint closs coun-
hy speeds.

Rather than develop the complete dFralnic system in one
shot, we can consider some simpler ve$ions. If we elini-
nate the dlnamic air motion (gust) display and have only
the energy flow indication then we don t need the relative
wind sensor and the calculations are simpler. Instead of
usint the air's motion to define a local inertial frame we
can us€ the glider's averaged motion.

A sailplane equipped widr a d)'nanic vadometer will
have a substantial advantage over its less well-informed
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